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About Us

Nexus Collections, established in 1995, is a direct manufacturer and supplier of branded conference bags 
with extensive experience working in the Conference & Events Industry.

Over the past 25 years, Nexus has provided Professional Conference Organisers and Event Managers with 
quality bags for events worldwide, securing a loyal customer base both in the UK and overseas. 

Our company believes in providing outstanding 24hr customer service, value for money and retail quality
products which are delivered on time, every time. Fair-trade practices and Corporate Social Responsibility 
goals are of utmost importance to Nexus. We incorporate The Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact 
into our core values as well as stocking a range of sustainable and environmentally responsible products.

Our highly skilled in-house graphics team and state-of-the-art screen-printing facilities enable bags to be 
branded within 5-days or less and a flexible order system allows final numbers to be confirmed just
prior to printing, removing the need to forecast quantities.

Nexus also offers a bespoke service where you can create a unique conference bag, helping to further your 
sponsors brand and theme long after the event has finished. Our specialist team will work with you on the 
design, suggesting fittings, materials and accessories. Once approved, a free preproduction sample will
be produced and checked before manufacturing begins.

Due to popular demand, we also have a range of promotional products available to complement our bags, 
which are proven to be a successful way to promote businesses and increase revenue. If you need something 
specific which isn’t shown in the brochure, just let us know and we will source it for you.

Samples and designs are free of charge so get in touch today and let us help you with your next event.

www.nexuscollections.com
sales@nexuscollections.com

Various fittings availableBranded zipper pullers and coloured
trim to match event theme/branding 

High quality, detailed printing

Bespoke Bags - Create a unique design

Have an idea? At Nexus Collections, our specialist design team can help turn it into reality.

   | About Us  Bespoke Bags | 5
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Bespoke Bags - What will you create?

Bespoke
Bags

Lead time 12-16 weeks.

Various fittings, materials and 
branding techniques available. 
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Edge to Edge screen printing is when the print is applied to the panels
before the bags are sewn, allowing for the branding to be against the edge
of the bags, creating unique designs and maximising space.

Sublimation branding is perfect for full colour photographic printing in 
CMYK, resulting in vibrant colours which are long lasting, detailed and 
scratch resistant. 

Branded zipper pullers are available in various shapes and sizes and are a 
unique way to raise brand awareness and increase the perceived value of 
your delegate bags, giving a designer feel.

Engraved metal plates create a stunning finish. The design is machine
engraved into a solid metal plate before being attached to your bags,
creating a product delegates will want to use for a long time after your event.

Embroidery is ideal for a stylish and high quality finish. We convert your
design using digitize software to enable the embroidery machines to stitch 
the design onto the bag in your chosen thread and colours. 

Printing the lining is a great way to give a stunning high street finish to
any Nexus bag or backpack. It’s perfect for discreet branding and can
provide further promotional opportunities for your event or sponsor logos.

Embossed printing is an ideal branding technique for leather / PVC bags
and folders. The design is printed onto a metal plate which is then
applied to the leather bag using a heat press, creating an embossed image.

Bespoke Branding - 12-16 weeks

Custom bespoke bags and folders are made direct from the factory on a 12-16 week leadtime. Customers
can choose various branding techniques to showcase their logos, change the fabric colour to match the
event theme, change the materials, fittings and make adjustments to the size / shape of the bags to suit.

Stock Branding - from 5 days

Printed stock bags and folders are available on a maximum lead time of 5 days from confirmed order and
artwork. Substantial stocks available on site ensure final order quantities can be confirmed within a few
days of dispatch.

Screen printing is a handcraft using a pantone matching system for the ink 
colours. This highly skilled branding technique is conducted in-house by 
our printers with more than 20 years experience.

Lead time: max 5 days

Automated screen print process used for 1 colour print only. 
Auto-print machine commissioned by Nexus to brand our bags with a 1 
colour pantone print, allowing for large order quantities to be produced 
quickly and efficiently.

Lead time: max 5 days

Transfer printing is ideal for full colour photographic printing. Transfers 
are applied to the bag using a heat press system and are perfect for
complex multicoloured and photographic designs.

Lead time: max 14 days

Branded bags available in 5 working days!
Turn the page and explore our wide range of stock bags...

   | Branding Techniques  Branding Techniques | 9
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Sussex
Collection

Sussex City Bag

Easy to carry, this smart city bag has been designed for people on the move. 
Made from ripstop material, this high quality bag features an adjustable 
shoulder strap, magnetic close buttons and padding throughout.

Sussex Executive Laptop Backpack

A high value laptop backpack ergonomically designed with 3 large
compartments, padded back panel and breathable straps offering exceptional 
comfort and support. Fits up to 18inch. 

A brand new collection of 
prestige bags made from
premium ripstop fabric designed 
with business in mind.

Product code: RS4000

Silent magnetic close

Adjustable strap

Laptop padding

Front zipped pocket

Product code: RS7000

Front zip pocket

Two-way carry

Laptop padding

Water bottle holder
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Sussex Executive Laptop Briefcase 

Tailored for business and travel, this bag is multipurpose and can be fully 
opened. Featuring a two-way carry option, hideaway drinks holder and secure 
front pocket. Fits up to 18inch. 

Cambridge
Collection

Cambridge Laptop Sleeve

Designed with tech-savvy delegates in mind, this padded sleeve protects your 
devices from knocks and scratches. It can slide easily into an existing briefcase 
or simply carried. 

Product code: RS9000

3 side open

Water bottle holder

Laptop padding 

Removeable strap

Product code: PC1200

Front zip pocket

Fits 13.3inch

Fully padded

Zip top opening 

A premium collection of bags  
made from high quality
polycanvas material. 
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Cambridge Laptop Bag

A firm favourite, stylish and modern. This bag combines a practical two-way 
carry option plus handy luggage strap which makes it the ideal choice for 
domestic and international delegates. Fits 15.4inch. 

Cambridge Meeting Bag

A fantastic briefcase with a host of useful features. The polycanvas material 
lifts the perceived value and the grey and navy colouring works well with both 
light and dark prints.

Product code: PC2000

Luggage strap

Front zip pocket

Laptop padding 

Two-way carry

Product code: PC1650

Large interior

Front zip pocket

Water bottle holder

Two-way carry
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Cambridge Executive Backpack

Made from high quality polycanvas material with breathable fabric. The 
laptop padding, front slip pocket and water bottle holder makes this a very 
popular style. Fits 15.4inch.

Devon
Collection

Devon Document Bag 
Practical A4 Document bag perfect for conference papers, brochures and    
personal items. Made in 300D and featuring a large interior pocket and 
zipped front pocket.

Product code: PC2400

Laptop padding

Front slip pocket

Water bottle holder

Padded backpack straps

Product code: AS1250

Front zip pocket

Carry handle

Zip top opening

Large interior

A collection of classic conference 
bags, this range has something to 
suit everyone. 
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Devon Event Bag 

Landscape in design, the Devon Event Bag is a functional business style bag
featuring a mesh water bottle holder, zipped front pocket and large
internal compartment. Available in Black, Navy and Grey. 

Devon Backpack 

The Devon Backpack features a tapered design and two-way carry option. 
With an easy open zip compartment and large interior, this backpack
represents outstanding value for money.

Product code: AS1450

Front zip pocket

Water bottle holder

Two-way carry

Large interior 

Product code: AS1550

Large interior

Carry handle

Adjustable straps

Coloured trim
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Devon Congress Bag

Modern and functional, this bag has everything covered including a handy 
water bottle holder, large internal compartment, fold down front pocket and 
two-way carry option.

Devon Rucksack

Made from 300D material and featuring a front zipped pocket, carry handle 
and large main compartment. This backpack includes adjustable straps and a 
handy water bottle holder.  

Devon Meeting Bag 
The Devon Meeting Bag is a fantastic value bag with a two-way carry handle, 
large internal compartment and zipped front pocket. Choice of grey, navy 
and black ensures your brand can be printed in light or dark colours. 

Devon Messenger Bag 
A superb bag with huge internal space, ideal for carrying conference papers.
Including a stylish dobby trim with water bottle holder and various pockets, 
perfect for everyday use.

Product code: AS1650

Front zip pocket

Two-way carry

Large interior

Adjustable strap 

Product code: AS1950

Front zip pocket

Water bottle holder

Two-way carry

Adjustable strap

Product code: AS1850

Front zip pocket

Water bottle holder

Large interior

Adjustable strap

Product code: AS3050

Front zip pocket

Water bottle holder

Large interior

Carry handle 
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Devon Euro Tote Bag

The Devon Euro Tote bag with robust shoulder straps comes in a choice of 
colours to match the event/sponsor theme and has ample space inside to
collect company literature. 

Devon Zipped Tote Bag

Popular tote bag style with colour contrast panel, top zip fastening and front 
slip pocket. A unique and cost effective giveaway for trade shows, conferences, 
events and seminars. 

Product code: AS3700

Front slip pocket

Coloured panels

Shoulder strap

Zipped compartment

Product code: AS3800

Large interior

Shoulder strap

Coloured panel

Large print area
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Oxford
Collection

Oxford Portrait Laptop Bag

Fantastic value with padding throughout, this portrait style bag is designed to 
keep your tech safe. With a vertical front pocket and luggage strap, this bag is 
great for overseas and domestic delegates.

Oxford Laptop Bag

Business style conference briefcase with ample space inside for a laptop and 
delegate literature featuring a two-way carry option, internal pockets and 
secure luggage strap. 

Product code: TB1000

Front zip pocket

Shoulder strap

Luggage strap 

Fits 13.3”

Product code: TB2000

Front zip pocket

Two-way carry

Luggage strap 

Fits 15.4”

A prestige collection 
of high quality padded 
laptop bags.
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Oxford Event Laptop Bag

The Oxford Event Laptop Bag includes a vertical front pocket, internal 
zipped compartment and two-way carry option. Made from durable 300D 
material and finished with brushed silver zippers.

Oxford Business Backpack

Offering comfort, style and capacity and fitted with our unique clip
attachments, the Oxford Business Backpack can be worn both inwards and
outwards protecting valuables and giving peace of mind when commuting.

Product code: TB3000

Front zip pocket

Two-way carry

Luggage strap 

Fits 13.3”

Product code: TB2400

Front scoop pocket

Two-way carry

Laptop padding

Adjustable straps 
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Oxford Meeting Laptop Bag

Stylish portrait design and made from high quality microfibre, this padded 
laptop bag with comfortable carry handle and zip top opening is finished with 
brushed silver zippers.

Oxford Messenger Laptop Bag

Classic business style, this laptop bag comes with a two-way carry option and 
includes a range of internal pockets. A convenient front zipped pocket and a 
padded laptop section finishes the design. 

Product code: TB7100

Front zip pocket

Two-way carry

Luggage strap 

Fits 13.3”

Product code: TB9200

Front zip pocket

Two-way carry

Shoulder strap

Fits 13.3”
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London
Collection

London Conference Folder

Simple and elegant A4 folder with space to hold papers, a pad, a pen and 
business cards. Made from material with a light grain effect. 

London Meeting Folder

Flip open A4 folder with slip pocket, pen holder, business card window and 
space to hold a pad.  

London Zipped Portfolio

A4 Zip around folder with lots of space for inserts. Made in a matt material, 
the look and finish is smooth and effective.

London Document Case

With secure snap fastening, this comprehensive A4 folder has plenty of space 
to hold papers, a pad, a pen and business cards.

Product code: FL4400

Pen holder

Business card holders

Fits A4 pad

Flip open 

Product code: FL5300

Zip around

Pen holder

Fits A4 pad

Internal slip pockets

Product code: FL4500

Pen holder

Business card holders

Fits A4 pad

Slimline

Product code: FL9500

Pen holder

Business card holders

Fits A4 pad

Button close 

An exclusive range of
folders perfect for business 
meetings and events. 
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Iona
Collection

Iona Conference Tote Bag

High quality Flax tote bag made from sustainable material including
wooden toggle fastening and handy front pocket, perfect for carrying a
reusable water bottle. 

Stock Eco Bags - Nexus Eco

In a direct response to customer demand, we have been developing what is
arguably the world’s greenest collection of conference bags. 

Indepth research has been undertaken to identify the most sustainable materials
to create four ranges of bags which help to reach CSR goals.

The Nexus Eco range of bags include a variety of styles and colours for all of your conference and 
event needs. 

Iona Collection - Flax 

Flax is a strong, sustainable material made from environmentally responsible linen fibres which are 
moulded together to make a long lasting natural fabric. 

Angelsey Collection - Non-Woven

Non-woven material is a degradable fabric available in a mulitude of colours. It’s commonly used for
lightweight tote bags but can be padded out to create more substantial designs. 

Shropshire Collection - PET

PET fabric is a durable material manufactured from post-consumer recycled plastic. The finish is high
quality and a great choice for environmentally responsible business delegate bags.  

Fife Collection - Jute Canvas

Jute Canvas is a biodegradable and sustainable fabric made from environmentally responsible material. The 
heavy weave ensures a durable and robust finish. 

Ethical and sustainable bags made by Nexus Collections

Product code: FX1000

Water bottle holder

Toggle fastening

Long handles

Large interior

Brand new addition to the eco 
range made from sustainable
and durable Flax material. 
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Iona Messenger Bag

Durable and eco-friendly Flax messenger bag, perfect for any event, with
large interior compartment, soft touch shoulder strap and secured with a 
wooden toggle fastening. 

Iona Venue Bag

Portrait style city bag made from sustainable Flax material with silent close 
fastenings, large interior compartment, small internal pocket and adjustable 
shoulder strap.

Product code: FX3000

Shoulder strap

Toggle fastening

Large interior

Interior pockets 

Product code: FX4000

Adjustable strap

Silent fastening

Interior pockets

Large interior
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Shropshire Pack Away Tote Bag

Made from lightweight eco PET material, the Shropshire Pack Away Tote Bag 
neatly packs away in the corner and is secured with the drawcord making it 
compact, lightweight and easy to fit into your pocket.

Shropshire Document Bag

Practical, eco-friendly A4 document bag perfect for conference papers and 
personal items. The Shropshire Document Bag features a carry handle, zip 
top opening and secure zipped front pocket. 

Shropshire Pack Away Backpack

Practical drawstring backpack made from post-consumer recycled plastic. 
The Shropshire Pack Away Backpack can be packed away neatly into the front 
pocket and fastened with the zip. 

Shropshire Zipped Tote Bag

Eco-friendly tote bag with zip top opening, front slip pocket and long
shoulder straps. Made from post-consumer recycled plastic including an
educational label.

Shropshire
Collection

Product code: PET3700

Side panel

Front slip pocket

Shoulder straps

Zip top opening

Product code: PET1250

Front zip pocket

Carry handle

Zip top opening

Side panels 

Product code: PET8200

Front zip pocket

Black or Grey available

Rope handles 

Fold away 

Product code: PET2100

Fold away

Drawcord 

Carry handles 

Black or Grey available

An eco-friendly collection
of bags made from recycled
plastic PET material. 
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Anglesey Pack Away Tote Bag

With a neat design, this unique tote bag with fold away feature is made from 
environmentally friendly non-woven material, available in various colours. 
Featuring a shoulder strap and silent button close.  

Anglesey Eco Tote Bag

Available in a range of colours, this tote style exhibition bag is made from 
high quality recyclable non-woven fabric and has a large interior with side
gusset to fit your conference papers and belongings.

Shropshire Venue Bag

Portrait style conference bag in classic black with all the features necessary for 
a conference bag. Made from PET fabric which is manufactured from
post-consumer recycled plastic.

Anglesey
Collection

Product code: PET6100

Front zip pocket

Two-way carry

Removable straps

Pen holder 

Product code: AS2800

Shoulder straps

Gusset

Variety of colours

Large interior

Product code: AS2800

Fold away

Silent button close

Shoulder strap 

Large interior

Affordable tote bags made from 
degradable and recyclable 
Non-Woven material. 
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Fife
Collection

Fife Exhibition Bag

Made from durable and robust jute canvas material, this eco-friendly tote bag 
is both biodegradable and sustainable. The Fife Exhibition Bag features easy 
carry shoulder straps and is available in Natural or Black. 

Fife Cotton Tote (5oz)

Environmentally responsible Fife Cotton Tote (5oz) has long shoulder straps 
and plenty of space to fit conference materials and personal belongings.
Various bag colours available. 

Fife Cotton Tote (8oz)

The Fife Cotton Tote (8oz) has a side gusset and large interior with plenty of 
space to fit conference materials and papers. Available in different colours to 
match your conference theme. 

Product code: JC2800

Shoulder straps

Eco label

Large interior

Black or Natural

Product code: JC1200

Long handles

Large interior

5oz Cotton

Other colours available

Product code: JC1900

Long handles

Large interior

Side gusset

8oz Cotton

Made from classic jute canvas,
these bags are both biodegradable 
and sustainable.
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Lanyards &
Badges

Eco Lanyards and Badges - Nexus Eco

In addtion to our expanding eco range, we have a variety of lanyards made from
sustainable and recycled materials.

Eco friendly Butterfly Badges made from FSC approved paper are also available
on a same day dispatch which can be printed using a laser printer and attached to your lanyards.  
 

XL Eco Butterfly Badge

XL Eco Butterfly Badge is 9.7cm W x 13.4cm H in size which
allows more room to print your conference information. Once 
printed, it can then be attached to a single or double hook lanyard. 

Eco Butterfly Badge

Size of badge is 9.7cm W x 8.6cm H and can be easily attached to any 
of our lanyards. After printing your conference details and logo,
simply peel the badge off and fold back on itself.  

Eco Butterfly Badge (3 per sheet)

A4 sheet of eco-friendly paper containing 3 x Eco Butterfly Badges 
measuring 9.7cm W x 8.6cm H each. Perfect for printing various 
badges at one time and can be attached to any of our lanyards. 

PET

PET Ultrafine 

Bamboo

Bamboo Lanyards

Bamboo is a sustainable and biodegradable material which looks and feels like 
cotton. Our bamboo lanyards can be customised and colour matched.

Branded with solid spot colours using the pantone matching system. 

PET Lanyards

PET lanyards are made from recycled post-consumer plastic and are available 
in a range of colours with various fittings. 

Branded with solid spot colours using the pantone matching system. 

PET Ultrafine Lanyards

PET Ultrafine lanyards look and feel like silk and are made from recycled
plastic which can be pantone matched.

Branded with a sublimation technique giving a full colour photographic finish. 
 

Double or single hook fitting?

Our lanyards can be fully customised with your choice of fittings and features 
such as a double hook or adjustable buckles. 

Choose the size and colour of the lanyard and the branding options to suit 
your logo or conference theme.

Standard lead time for our eco lanyards is  2 - 4 weeks after artwork approval.

Lanyards can also be sea freighted on a longer lead time of 10 - 12 weeks which 
reduces the unit cost.

Adjustable buckle

Double hook fitting
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Standard hook fitting

Double hook fitting

Standard safety buckle

Ship Next Day

Need lanyards quickly?

Nexus hold a stock of 20mm unprinted lanyards available on a next day
delivery (subject to destination). 

Choose from black / white / yellow / red / navy. 

3 Day Express

Our express service offers our customers branded lanyards within 3 days of 
artwork approval.

Style of lanyard is an ultrafine 20mm and standard branding is random repeat 
full colour, both sides including safety buckle and hook fitting.

Double or single hook fitting?

Our lanyards can be fully customised with your choice of fittings and features 
such as a double hook or adjustable buckles. 

Choose the size and colour of the lanyard and the branding options to suit 
your logo or conference theme.

Standard lead time for our lanyards is  2 - 4 weeks after artwork approval.

Lanyards can also be sea freighted on a longer lead time of 10 - 12 weeks which 
reduces the unit cost.

Clear Badge Holder

The Nexus Clear Badge Holder takes a delegate badge card size of 
11.5cm W X 8cm H and can be attached to both single and double 
hook lanyards.

XL Clear Badge Holder

XL Clear Badge Holder can hold a delegate badge card size of 10cm 
W X 14.8cm H and can be attached to any of our lanyards to show 
your conference information and details.

Polyester Lanyards and Badges

We offer a wide range of lanyards in different sizes and materials with a variety of print options and fittings
to choose from to meet your conference needs.

Badges and Badge Holders are available next day which make a great addition to your lanyards and are
perfect for printing logos and conference information. 

Essentials Butterfly Badge

Size of badge is 9.7cm W X 8.6cm H and can be easily attached to any 
of our lanyards. After printing your logo / conference details, simply 
peel the badge off and fold back on itself.  

15mm & 25mm also available

Optional fittings
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Pens &
Pads

Bamboo Contour Ballpen

A fantastic eco-friendly ballpen made from sustainable bamboo material 
including a large print area.

Bamboo Garland Ballpen

Made from sustainable bamboo, this eco-friendly ballpen is a great
alternative to a plastic pen, perfect for any eco-friendly campaign.

Digital Eco Ballpen

With a choice of coloured grip, this eco ballpen made from recycled
plastic enables you to print a full colour photographic print on the barrel. 

Wooden Pencil 

FSC ® certified wooden pencil with silver ferrule and pink eraser -
available in various colours.

Maximise sponsorship opportunities

Our promotional products can be branded using different techniques such as 
silk screen branding and full colour digital printing which maximises
sponsorship opportunities.

Various colours are also available which can be useful when matching to a
specific conference theme or event colour.

Sustainability

Sustainability is of great importance to Nexus and we have hand-picked a range 
of popular eco-friendly promotional items to complement our range of bags 
and lanyards. 

Materials used for these items include sustainable bamboo, recycled plastics 
and FSC approved paper.

Last minute sponsorship?

Standard lead time is 2 weeks from confirmed order and artwork. 

An express service is available on selected products for last minute
sponsorship opportunities. 

Eco Smart Pad

A4 smart pad made from FSC ® certified recycled paper and can be
printed using spot colours or full colour.  Other sizes available on request.

T-shirts printed to match 
other branded items

Pens and Keyrings

Mint Tins

Pencils and USB’s

Have something else in mind? 

Drop us an email and we will source it for you!
sales@nexuscollections.com

Promotional Products

We have a fantastic range of promotional products available which can all be branded including stationary,
tech accessories, reusable drinkware and confectionary - perfect giveaways at any conference or event. 
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Eco Pad with Cover 

A4 smart pad made from FSC ® certified recycled paper including a full 
colour cover on the front.  Other sizes available on request.

Eco Wiro-bound Pad

Wiro-bound A5 pad containing 50 sheets of recycled paper with a recycled 
card cover which can both be branded. Other sizes available on request.

Eco Post-Its

Handy A7 Post-It notes made with recycled paper printed using spot
colours or full colour. Other sizes available on request.

Garland Ballpen

Garland Ballpen features a large print area and wide colour range,
making it a great choice for any campaign on a budget. 

Digital Contour Ballpen

Newly patented barrel shape on the classic contour ballpen, designed to 
maximise the print area for digital photographic branding.

Electra

Available in various colours, this attractive and budget friendly ballpen is 
made to give the feel and appearance of a metal pen.

Smart Pad

A4 smart pad can be printed using spot colours or full colour.  Other sizes 
available on request.

Smart Pad with Cover

A4 smart pad including a full colour cover on the front.  Other sizes
available on request.

Wiropad 

Wiro-bound A5 pad containing 50 sheets of paper with a card cover which 
can both be branded. Other sizes available on request.

Contour Ballpen

Retractable ballpen with sleek design, satin silver finish, chrome fittings 
and a comfortable coloured grip in a choice of 7 colours.
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Eco Water Bottle

Eco 650ml sports bottle made from 100% PET post-consumer plastic. 
Featuring a spill-proof lid with flip top. Various colours available.

Wheat Straw Tumbler

Made with sustainable Wheat Straw, this reusable coffee cup includes a 
branded grip, available in a choice of colours. Volume capacity 350ml.

Easy Squeezy Sports Bottle

Easy-squeezy coloured sports bottle. Single wall with twist-on lid and
push-pull spout. Volume capacity 500ml.

Travel Mug

With a handle and thumb slide lid, this 400ml mug is easy to carry and
perfect for delegates on the move. Available in steel or thermal plastic. 

Reusable Drinkware
& Confectionary

Vacuum Bottle

510ml stainless steel vacuum bottle. Double-walled to allow beverages to stay 
cold for 15 hours or hot for 5 hours.

Picto Thermal Travel Mug
 
Travel mug with black lid and handle can be branded with a full colour,
photographic wrap around print. 

Vienna Mug

Perfect to showcase full colour digital artwork, this mug is an ideal giveaway 
at any event. 

Mint Roll

Including 14 mints, this tube roll is perfect for full colour digital wrap 
around branding.

Mint Tin Click

Available in White or Silver, these click mint tins can be printed in full
colour to maximise sponsorship opportunities.

Chocolates 

Who doesn’t love chocolate? These individually wrapped squares of
chocolate are an ideal and delicious giveaway.
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Tech 
Accessories

Bamboo USB

Made with bamboo material, this USB keyring is perfect for holding
conference information and details on. 

Wheat Straw Card Holder

This slim, sustainable card protector is perfect to keep in your wallet or 
purse. It has a large branding area and is available in a range of colours. 

Eco Bamboo Wireless Charger

Allows for easy smartphone charging without the cables and can be
branded using digital printing or engraving. 

Bamboo Bluetooth Speaker 

With built in music controls and hands free option, this sustainable speaker 
is sure to make a perfect giveaway at any event!

USB Twister

Available in Blue, Red and Black this popular USB has 4GB of memory and 
can be printed in full colour or 1 colour. Express service available. 

Credit Card USB

USB flashdrive with 4GB of memory has a large branding area perfect for 
full colour images and logos. 

Kingston USB

A Silver USB with security feature to keep your documents safe and can be 
branded using laser engraving. Express service available. 

Slimline Powerbank

Convenient size with a large branding area, this powerbank can be printed 
with a full colour digital print. Express service available.  

Hydra Powerbank

In various colours, this powerbank can be printed using different branding 
techniques and is a handy size to carry around. Express service available. 

Velocity Powerbank

This powerbank has a built in flashlight and is available in various colours 
for you to match to your sponsor logo. Express service available. 
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Wireless Phone Charger

Suitable for charging all mobile phone devices with no need for cables, this 
wireless phone charger can also be branded with a full colour digital print. 

Earbud Set

Black or White Earphones packed in to a handy box for those on the go! 
The box can be branded with a full colour digital print. 

Screen Wipes

Using sublimation printing, these screen wipes can be dyed to any colour to 
suit your conference theme and are great way to showcase sponsor logos. 

Travel Adaptor

USB travel adaptor for use in various countries allowing 2 devices to be 
charged at the same time and can be branded with a full colour print. 

Mini Bluetooth Speaker 

This miniature speaker delivers great sound and has a soft touch rubber 
feel. It can be branded with a 1 colour print or full colour print.

Stuck for ideas? 
Try something different... 

sales@nexuscollections.com
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Clothing

Screen printing

We have recently installed brand new t-shirt printing facilites on site which
enables us to print up to 4 colours at one time!

The rotating carousel has 4 printing beds for multi-coloured printing which 
speeds up the printing process meaning that we can turn your branded goods 
around quickly and efficiently. 

The lead time is approximately 2 weeks after artwork and order approval
depending on quantity and colours. 

Transfer printing 

Transfer printing allows a full colour digital print to be adhered to t-shirts, 
hoodies and sweatshirts. Perfect for photographic prints or logos with various 
colours, tints and shades.

The lead time for this service is approximately 3 weeks once the artwork and 
order is approved, depending on the quantity and colours required. 

Try before you buy!

It is important to make sure the product you choose is the exact colour, size 
and style that you need so we can arrange to send out plain samples of all of 
our clothing items in just a few days for you to have a look at!

Clothing

Branded T-shirts and Hoodies can make a great addition to any event to promote a specific brand or to use 
as uniform. We have various colours and styles available to match to your conference theme.

Rotating carousel for
multi-coloured screen printing

Transfer print

Specific clothing requirement

Printed T-shirt to match other 
promotional items

T-Shirts

These standard short sleeved Fruit of The Loom t-shirts have a crew neck 
style and are made from 100% cotton. 

Available in various colours;

Polo Shirts

Short sleeve polo shirts made from 50% cotton and 50% polyester feature
three coloured buttons and a tight knit construction.

Available in various colours;

Hoodies 

A unisex style hoodie with many colours to choose from features a front 
pouch pocket and coloured drawcords made from cotton and polyester.

Available in various colours;

Sweatshirt

This heavy blend crewneck sweatshirt is made from 50% Cotton and 50% 
polyester and has a soft feel.

Available in various colours;

Need a specific brand or style? 

Drop us an email and we will source it for you!
sales@nexuscollections.com
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“We have been using Nexus Collections for our Delegate bag production
and also their service for inserting company marketing materials into the bags 
for the last few years. We have found the quality of their products fantastic 
and their professionalism on assisting with inserts great. We will continue to 
use and recommend Nexus Collections to any other conference organiser.”

Simon Haroutunian, Informa UK

“The Stockholm Writers Festival is a non-profit, so we look to buy the
smartest products with the most impact. And Nexus Collections had them! 
Beyond that there’s the customer support Nexus delivers. Molly guided us in 
selecting what we needed for elevating our branding. And followed our order 
meticulously to ensure it arrived safe and sound with every item rendered
perfectly. We’ll be back for our 2020 event!”

Catherine Petterson, Stockholm Writers Festival

“I have worked with Nexus to provide conference bags for several events
and have found them to be extremely reliable and professional. Jacqui will
pull out all the stops to give personal attention & make sure that everything 
runs exactly to schedule which gives me absolute peace
of mind prior to an event.”

Tracy O’Connell, European SharePoint Conference.

“Simple ordering process and good communication from Molly 
throughout ordering.”

Deborah Fletcher, North East Automotive Alliance
Trust Pilot review

“Nexus Collections are great when it comes to sourcing delegate
materials for conferences whether it be bags, lanyards or badges.

The eco friendly butterfly badges are the best!”

Ashley Cook, MCI
Trust Pilot review

“Items arrived in good time, looked good and were just what we ordered.”

Valerie Campbell, Society of Clinical Perfusion Scientists
Trust Pilot review

“The GOTO Conferences have been working with Nexus for more than five 
years and we keep coming back because the service we get is superb, orders 

are always delivered on time and the products are good quality.

If the things we want are not in stock Nexus helps us find the right things and 
they customise our bags to fit our ideas, needs and budget.”

Marlene Staunstrup Hyldborg, Conference Manager, Trifork

“I have used the very helpful services of Nexus Collections for over six years 
now for a number of medical congresses that I was responsible for. We
started with lanyards, then proceeded with with the customized bags, 
changed the lanyards, and have now decided on the new Butterfly badges. 
During all those years, Nexus employees have been very friendly, fast in
responding to our requests, and very professional. I appreciate Nexus’ Team’s 
flexibility while efficiently dealing with our changing requests. Their offer is 
constantly updated with the growing demands of the industry. I would like to 
thank you for your cooperation in the past, now, and in future!”

Maria Tsiplakova Voegeli, IDKD Course Manager

What they say
about us...


